Abstract—Code comments are important artifacts in software. Javadoc comments are widely used in Java for API specifications. API developers write Javadoc comments, and API users read these comments to understand the API, e.g., reading a Javadoc comment for a method instead of reading the method body. An inconsistency between the Javadoc comment and body for a method indicates either a fault in the method body or, effectively, a fault in the comment that can mislead the method callers to introduce faults in their code.

We present a novel approach, called @tComment, for testing Javadoc comments, specifically method properties about null values and related exceptions. Our approach consists of two components. The first component takes as input source files for a Java project and automatically analyzes the English text in Javadoc comments to infer a set of likely properties for a method in the files. The second component generates random tests for these methods, checks the inferred properties, and reports inconsistencies. We evaluated @tComment on seven open-source projects and found 29 inconsistencies between Javadoc comments and method bodies. We reported 16 of these inconsistencies, and 5 have already been confirmed and fixed by the developers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Source code comments are important artifacts in software and have been around as long as code has been around. While comments are not executed, they aid in many tasks such as code comprehension, reuse, or maintenance. Comments can be broadly categorized into those that appear in the body of a method to describe its inner working and those that appear in the header of a method to describe its specification [27]. Java has standardized the writing of API specifications as Javadoc comments with tags such as @param to describe method parameters and @throws to describe what exceptions the method could throw. API developers write Javadoc comments to describe their classes and methods. API users often read these comments to understand the code, e.g., reading a Javadoc comment for a method instead of reading the body of the method.

A comment-code inconsistency between the Javadoc comment for a method and the code of that method’s body is highly indicative of a fault. First, it can be the case that the comment is correct (in that it properly specifies what the code should do) but the method body has a fault (in that it improperly implements the specification). Second, it can be the case that the method body is correct (in that it properly implements the intended specification) but the comment is incorrect (in that it does not properly describe the intended specification). While the second case does not by itself have an executable fault, it can mislead the users of the method to introduce faults in their code [38].

Because comment-code inconsistencies are indicative of faults, it is important to check for such inconsistencies. However, automating such checking is challenging because it requires automated understanding of the natural-language text in the comments. While natural-language processing (NLP) techniques have made much progress in the recent decades [28], they are still challenged by ambiguities inherent in understanding general text. For example, consider the Javadoc snippet “@param chrono Chronology to use, null means default”, which describes a method parameter chrono that is an object of type Chronology. The part “null means default” is hard to understand; it could specify that null is treated in some “default” manner (e.g., throwing a NullPointerException) or that null is used to represent some default value of Chronology.

The only currently viable solution for automated understanding of the natural-language text in the comments is to build domain-specific analyses. Tan et al. [38], [39] pioneered automated checking of comment-code inconsistencies based on NLP analysis. Their iComment [38] and aComment [39] projects focus on systems code written in C/C++ and analyze comments in the domains of locking protocols (e.g., “the caller should grab the lock”), function calls (e.g., “function f must be called only from function g”), and interrupts (e.g., “this function must be called with interrupts disabled”). Their tools extract rules from such comments and use static analysis to check source code against these rules to detect comment-code inconsistencies.

We present a novel approach, called @tComment, for testing comment-code inconsistencies in Javadoc comments and Java methods. We make the following contributions.

New Domain: We focus @tComment on a new domain in comment analysis, specifically method properties for null values and related exceptions in Java libraries/frameworks.
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This domain was not studied in the previous work on detecting comment-code inconsistencies, but our inspection of several Java projects showed this domain to be important and widely represented in well-documented Java code. Detecting comment-code inconsistencies in this domain has unique challenges that require new solutions, as discussed below.

**Dynamic Analysis:** @TCOMMENT uses a dynamic analysis to check comment-code inconsistencies, unlike previous work that used static analysis. Specifically, our @TCOMMENT implementation builds on the Randoop tool [32] for random test generation of Java code. Randoop randomly explores method sequences of the code under test, checks if execution of these sequences violate a set of default contracts such as throwing an uncaught exception [32], and generates as tests those sequences that violate some constraint. We modify Randoop to check @TCOMMENT-inferred properties during random test generation and to report violations which correspond to comment-code inconsistencies. We refer to our modified Randoop as @Randoop.

We chose dynamic analysis to address the following challenges imposed by the new domain. First, even widely used tools for static checking of Java code, such as FindBugs [21], can have a large number of false alarms when checking properties related to null values and exceptions if these properties are available for only some parts of the code, which is the case when inferring properties from Javadoc comments that are not available for all methods. Second, we focus on Java libraries and frameworks, which have few calls to their own methods from their own code bases. Therefore, an analysis cannot focus on callers to these methods to see what parameters they pass in. Instead, a dynamic approach such as Randoop, which generates call sequences to test library methods, is particularly beneficial.

**Improved Testing:** @Randoop allows us not only to detect comment-code inconsistencies but also to improve test generation in Randoop. For detecting inconsistencies, @Randoop generates tests that Randoop would not necessarily generate otherwise because these tests need not violate the default contracts that Randoop checks. For improving test generation, @Randoop identifies some tests as likely false alarms in Randoop so that developers can focus on the true faults. A false alarm is a test that Randoop generates but that does not find fault in the code under test, e.g., a test that causes a method to throw exception, but the exception is expected according to the Javadoc comment for the method.

**Evaluation:** We applied @TCOMMENT on seven open-source Java projects that have well-developed, well-documented, and well-tested code. We found 29 methods with inconsistencies between Javadoc comments and method bodies in these projects. We reported some of these inconsistencies; 5 of them have been already confirmed and fixed by the developers (one by fixing the code and four by fixing the comment), while the rest await confirmation by the developers. @TCOMMENT automatically inferred 2479 properties regarding null values and related exceptions from Javadoc comments with a high accuracy of 97–100%. The high accuracy was achieved without using NLP techniques, largely due to the Javadoc null-related comments being well structured with few paraphrases and variants.

**II. Examples**

We illustrate how @TCOMMENT can be used by showing three examples of comment-code inconsistencies that we found with @TCOMMENT in two projects, and one example of a Randoop false alarm identified by @TCOMMENT. The first three examples show progressively more complex cases: (1) inferring that some exception should be thrown when a method parameter is null; (2) inferring what type of exception should be thrown when one method parameter is null; and (3) inferring what type of exception should be thrown when two method parameters are null.

Consider first the JodaTime project [9], a widely used Java library for representing dates and times. JodaTime provides several classes that support multiple calendar systems. JodaTime code is fairly well commented with Javadoc. We ran @TCOMMENT to infer properties for the methods in JodaTime and to check these properties with @Randoop. For each test that @Randoop generates, it marks whether the test, when executed, violated some @TCOMMENT-inferred property or a default Randoop contract.

Figure 1 shows an example test that violates a @TCOMMENT-inferred property. This test creates a MutablePeriod object var2 and invokes several methods on it. The executions of setSeconds and setValue methods finish normally, but for setPeriod, @TCOMMENT reports that there is a likely comment-code inconsistency: the parameter var9 is null, but the method execution throws no exception, which disagrees with the corresponding comment indicating that some exception should be thrown. Note that this test passes if some exception is thrown and fails otherwise.

// In automatically generated test class:
void test1() throws Throwable {
    org.joda.time.MutablePeriod var2 =
        new org.joda.time.MutablePeriod(1L, 0L);
    var2.getSeconds(0);
    var2.setValue(0, 0);
    var9 = null;
    try {
        var2.setPeriod(0L, var9);
        fail("Expected some exception when chrono==null");
    } catch (Exception expected) {} 
}

// In a class under test:
/** ...
 * @param duration the duration, in milliseconds
 * @param chrono the chronology to use, not null
 * @throws ArithmeticException if the set exceeds the capacity of the period
 */
void setPeriod(long duration, Chronology chrono)
Figure 1 also shows the relevant parts of the setPeriod method. It has two parameters, and the Javadoc comment provides a description for each of them. A typical Javadoc comment has the main, free-flow text (for brevity omitted in our examples) and specific tags/clauses such as @param, @throws, @return, etc. We call the entire block of text before a method one comment with several comment tags. Figure 1 shows one Javadoc comment with two @param tags and one @throws tag.

The key part here is “not null” for the chrono parameter. @TCOMMENT infers the property that whenever chrono is null, the method should throw some exception (although it does not know which exception because the tag for Exception is not related to null). @Randoop finds that the shown test violates this property. Note that it may not be a comment-code inconsistency; the inference could have been wrong, e.g., “not null” could represent the method precondition—such that if chrono is null, the method could do anything and is not required to throw an exception—or “not null” could be a part of a larger phrase, say, “not a problem to be null”—such that the method must not throw an exception.

In this case, our inspection showed that @TCOMMENT performed a correct inference and detected a real comment-code inconsistency. In fact, @TCOMMENT also found a similar inconsistency for another overloaded setPeriod method. We reported both inconsistencies in the JodaTime bug database [10], and JodaTime developers fixed them by changing comments. It is important to note that Randoop would have not generated this example test because it does not throw an exception. More precisely, Randoop internally produces the method sequence but would not output it to the user as a possibly fault-revealing test. Indeed, @Randoop generates the test precisely because it does not throw any exception when some exception is expected.

Consider next the Apache Commons Collections project (called just Collections for short) [1], a popular library for representing collections of objects. Figure 2 shows two example tests, each of which violates a @TCOMMENT-inferred property, and the corresponding method declarations and their comments.

For the synchronizedMap method, @TCOMMENT correctly infers that the method should throw IllegalArgumentException when the parameter map is null; while this is explicit in the @throws tag, note that the @param map tag could be contradicting by allowing any behavior when map is null. Inferring a specific type of expected exception is unlike in the previous example when @TCOMMENT could only infer that some exception should be thrown. Indeed, inferring the type in this case is important because, when map is null, the method does throw an exception but of a different type. In this case, even the original Randoop generates test2 as it throws an exception. However, Randoop also generates dozens of others tests that are not fault-revealing, so this comment-code inconsistency would be “the needle in a haystack” among the tests generated by Randoop. In contrast, @Randoop prominently highlights the inconsistency. We reported this comment-code inconsistency [2], and the Collections developers fixed it by removing the comment.

For the addAll method, @TCOMMENT correctly infers that the method should throw NullPointerException when either the parameter collection is null or the parameter elements is null. This is similar to the previous case where the specific exception type is inferred, but in this case two method parameters are involved. The inconsistency that @TCOMMENT finds is, in fact, related to the situation where only one parameter—collection—is null (while the array is empty), but the exception is not thrown as expected. We
TABLE I
PROPERTIES TO BE EXTRACTED. THE COMMENT EXAMPLES ARE REAL COMMENTS FROM THE PROJECTS USED IN OUR EVALUATION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>@param predicate the predicate to use, may be null</th>
<th>@throws IllegalArgumentException</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Null Normal</td>
<td>If the parameter is null, the method should execute normally (no exception).</td>
<td>predicate==null =&gt; normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null Any Exception</td>
<td>If the parameter is null, the method should throw some exception.</td>
<td>collection==null =&gt; exception</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null Specific Exception</td>
<td>If the parameter is null, the method should throw a specific type of exception.</td>
<td>id==null =&gt; IllegalArgumentException</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null Unknown</td>
<td>We do not know the expected behavior of the method when the parameter is null.</td>
<td>array==null =&gt; unknown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I shows four examples of comment tags and their corresponding inferred properties. For example, @TCOMMENT infers from the second tag, “@param collection the collection to add to, must not be null”, that if the method parameter collection is null, then the method is expected to throw some exception, represented as collection == null => exception. Based on our experience with the null-related Javadoc comments, we found that this interpretation matches developers’ intention, and thus we adopted it for @TCOMMENT. The comment-code inconsistencies that we reported and developers confirmed, as well as the low false-positive rate of our reported comment-code inconsistencies, confirm our decision. However, note that we focus on library projects, where the methods need not trust their callers. The interpretation may differ for applications with more of a design-by-contract mentality where callers were trusted more. As discussed earlier, this example tag could have another interpretation, describing a precondition such that passing null for collection allows the method to do anything, not necessarily throw an exception.

Our @TCOMMENT implementation leverages the Javadoc doclet [12] to parse Javadoc comments. For example, consider the above tag for collection; Figure 2 shows the comment for this tag and the corresponding method declaration. The Javadoc doclet parses this tag and outputs the name of the method parameter (collection), its type (java.util.Collection), the method’s full signature (...CollectionUtils#addAll(Collection collection, Object[] elements)), and the free-form comment text (“the collection to add to, must not be null”). The method parameter, its type, and the full method signature are used later by @Randoop, the test-generation component of @TCOMMENT, to check the generated tests.

@TCOMMENT first extracts all Javadoc @param (for parameters of non-primitive types) and @throws tags that contain a non-empty free-form text, since a Javadoc tag with an empty free-form text does not describe a Null Normal, Null Any Exception, or Null Specific Exception property. Then, @TCOMMENT infers Null Normal and Null Any Exception properties from the @param tags and Null Specific Exception properties from the @throws tags. It assigns Null Unknown to a method parameter, if neither its @param tag nor @throws tag describes any other
property. In this paper, however, we do not count Null Unknown toward the 2479 inferred properties, since one cannot test against these Null Unknown properties.

@tCOMMENT uses three relatively simple heuristics to analyze the free-form text. First, if negation words, such as "not" or "never", are found up to three words before or after the word null—e.g., "the collection to add to, must not be null" has "not" two words from null—@tCOMMENT infers the Null Any Exception property. If no negation words are found up to three words around null—e.g., the first tag in Table I—@tCOMMENT infers the Null Normal property.

Second, for @throws tags—say, for example, "@throws IllegalArgumentException if the id is null"—the Javadoc docket parses the tag and outputs the specific exception (IllegalArgumentException) and the free-form text ("if the id is null"). If the text contains the keyword null, @tCOMMENT simply splits the text into words and searches each word in the list of all method parameter names generated by the Javadoc docket. If a valid parameter name is found, —e.g., id, @tCOMMENT infers the property id == null => IllegalArgumentException.

Third, if the keyword "or" is in the @throws comment text, e.g., "@throws NullPointerException if the collection or array is null" in Figure 2, @tCOMMENT generates multiple properties, e.g., collection == null => NullPointerException and array == null => NullPointerException. If both Null Any Exception and Null Specific Exception properties are inferred for the same method parameter, e.g., collection, @tCOMMENT keeps only the Null Specific Exception property.

B. Checking Properties in Test Generation

After @tCOMMENT infers likely method properties, it uses our modified Randoop, called @Randoop, to check these properties using random test generation. Figure 4 shows the simplified pseudo-code of the Randoop test-generation algorithm [32], together with our extension for checking @tCOMMENT-inferred properties.

We briefly summarize how Randoop works. It produces random sequences of method calls (including constructors) of the code under test. It maintains a set of error sequences (to be output as generated unit tests that are likely fault revealing) and a set of non-error sequences (to be used for creating longer sequences). In a loop, it first randomly selects a method m whose k parameters (including the receiver for non-static methods) have types T₁...Tₖ. It then selects sequences (previously generated) and values (e.g., "0", "11", or "null") of appropriate type to use for the method parameters. It concatenates these sequences and adds a new call to m. It then executes the new sequence to check contracts (e.g., no uncaught exception during execution). If there is a violation, it adds the new sequence to the error sequences; otherwise, it adds the new sequence to the non-error sequences. More details of the original Randoop algorithm, including discarding duplicates and filtering extensible sequences, are available elsewhere [32].

Our @Randoop modification follows the similar approach that Randoop performs for checking contracts: @Randoop executes the sequence and checks the @tCOMMENT-inferred properties for method calls where one or more parameter have null values. We distinguish five kinds of matches between method execution (does it throw an exception and of what type) and @tCOMMENT-inferred properties (is an exception expected and of what type). Based on the match, @Randoop can (1) generate a sequence that Randoop would not generate otherwise, (2) generate the same sequence as Randoop but mark the sequence as a comment-code inconsistency, or (3) generate the same sequence as Randoop but mark the sequence as comment-code consistent.

Before we describe the five possible kinds of matches, we describe how @Randoop computes the set of expected
exceptions. It handles multiple null values, which naturally arise for methods with several parameters of non-primitive types, e.g., addAll from Figure 2 has “Collection collection” and “Object[] elements”. If only one parameter is null, @Randoop uses the property inferred for that parameter. If two or more parameters are null, @Randoop puts in the set all expected exceptions for these parameters, e.g., if we had collection == null => NullPointerException and elements == null => IllegalArgumentException, @Randoop would assume that either of the two exceptions is expected. If some parameter with null Value has the Null Any Exception property, then all types of exceptions are expected. Finally, @Randoop adds to the set exceptions that are not null-related but appear in the @throws tags for the Javadoc comment of the method under test. For example, the method arrayIterator(Object[] array, int start, int end) has one such tag (“@throws IndexOutOfBoundsException if array bounds are invalid”) and one null-related tag (“@throws NullPointerException if array is null”); although IndexOutOfBoundsException does not correspond to a null input, @TCOMMENT always adds it to the set of expected exceptions.

Table II lists the five kinds of matches:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exception Thrown</th>
<th>Comment-Code Inconsistent</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
<th>Comment-Code Consistent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missing Exception</td>
<td>Different Exception</td>
<td>Unexpected Exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null Any Exception or Null Specific Exception</td>
<td>(1) at least one is Null Specific Exception &amp; (2) thrown exception is not in the set of all specific exceptions</td>
<td>(1) at least one is Null Normal &amp; (2) there is no Null Specific Exception or Null Any Exception</td>
<td>Null Unknown for all parameters with null</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Missing Exception** sequences throw no exception during execution, but the corresponding inferred properties specify that some exception is expected. These sequences should be generated as tests that are likely comment-code inconsistencies (although they could be false alarms if the inference obtained incorrect properties from the corresponding comments). To repeat, these tests would not be generated by the original Randoop because they throw no exception.

**Different Exception** sequences throw an exception that is different from the exception(s) expected according to the inferred properties. These are also likely comment-code inconsistencies. These sequences would be generated by Randoop as potentially fault-revealing tests, and by inspecting them, the developer might find the inconsistency. However, these tests would be hard to identify among a large number of tests that Randoop generates (in our evaluation, only 8 tests were Different Exception among 1,285 tests that Randoop would generate). In contrast, @Randoop highlights these tests.

**Unexpected Exception** sequences throw an exception whereas @TCOMMENT explicitly expects normal execution with no exception. As for Different Exception, Randoop would also generate these sequences as tests, but @Randoop highlights them due to the inconsistency.

**Unknown Status** sequences throw an exception but @TCOMMENT inferred no property to tell if the exception is expected or not. Both Randoop and @Randoop generate these as error sequences. While they may indicate a fault in the code, they do not show an inconsistency between code and comment (unless the inference incorrectly missed inferring some property about exceptions).

**Expected Exception** sequences throw an exception, but this exception is expected according to the properties inferred by @TCOMMENT from the relevant comments. Hence, @Randoop marks these sequences as consistent. If @TCOMMENT inference is correct for these cases, they are false alarms that Randoop would generate; if the inference is incorrect, @TCOMMENT would increase the time for developers to find the true fault-revealing tests.

Currently, @Randoop modifies only the checking and not the random selection performed by Randoop. Randoop randomly selects methods to test and parameter values for the methods, and @Randoop does not perform any additional selection that the original Randoop does not perform. It could be beneficial to bias the selection based on the properties inferred from comments. For example, if it is inferred that an exception should be thrown when a method parameter p is null (i.e., Null Specific Exception or Null Any Exception), but Randoop does not select any sequence where p is null, @Randoop could (non-randomly) generate such additional sequences. This extension remains as future work.

**IV. Evaluation**

We evaluate @TCOMMENT on seven open-source Java projects. Table III lists information about these projects. We modified Randoop revision 652 to build @Randoop. Randoop provides several options that control random generation, and we consider two options that are the most important for @Randoop: (1) nullRatio specifies the frequency that the null value is randomly chosen as an input for a method parameter of some non-primitive type (e.g., a nullRatio of 0.6 instructs Randoop to use null 60% of the time); and
A. Comment-Code Inconsistency Detection

Table IV shows the results of @Randoop with the default values for @Randoop options. (Section IV-C discusses the sensitivity of the results to the value of these options.) For each project, we tabulate the number of tests that @Randoop generated based on the five kinds of matches between inferred properties and method executions (Section III-B). For three kinds of matches that could have comment-code inconsistencies, the cells show the split into True Inconsistencies and False Alarms. The last column also shows the number of @Randoop properties that @Randoop detected during test generation.

In total, @Randoop generated 68 tests with potential comment-code inconsistencies. @Randoop would not generate 30 of those (column 'Missing Exception') where methods execute normally while exceptions are expected by the corresponding comments. @Randoop also generates 4 tests where an exception is thrown but different than specified by comments (column 'Different Exception') and 34 tests where an exception is thrown but normal execution was observed (column 'Unexpected Exception'). @Randoop generates 1507 tests that throw an exception for cases where null-related properties were inferred (column 'Unknown Status'). Finally, @Randoop identifies 232 tests as throwing exceptions expected by the comments (column 'Expected Exception').

The cells with sums show the split of comment-code inconsistencies reported by @Randoop into those truly inconsistent (summarized in row ‘True Inconsistencies’) and not (row ‘False Alarms’). We inspected all the reports by carefully reading the comments and the code. A subset of reports was also independently inspected by two more students. @Randoop detected 29 previously unknown comment-code inconsistencies and had 39 false alarms.

The sources of false alarms are incorrectly inferred properties for the method with reported violation itself (11 out of 39), missing properties (11 out of 39), and incorrect/missing properties for another method in the sequence (17 out of 39). As an example of the first source, @Randoop inferred the property filter == null => exception from "@param filter if non-null, used to permit documents to be collected", because the negation word non is next to null. However, this tag does not imply the parameter filter cannot be null. Section IV-B discusses inference accuracy in detail. The second source is when a method has at least one parameter missing property (Null Unknown) and at least one not missing (Null Normal, Null Any Exception, or Null Specific Exception). @Randoop reports an inconsistency if the method throws an unexpected exception, even if the parameter with Null Unknown caused it, because @Randoop does not identify the cause of exception. The third source results in some null values propagating through fields. For example, @Randoop may not know that a constructor for some class should not have a null parameter. If a test passes null, the value is set to some field. Later on,
a method can dereference that field and throw an exception; if the method itself has some null parameters, @Randoop can falsely report an inconsistency (again because it does not identify the real cause of exception).

It is worth pointing out that we set all @TCOMMENT options (e.g., distance of negation words from null, treating preconditions as requiring exceptions, ignoring Null Unknown, etc.) by looking only at the first six projects. The experiments with Xalan were performed with the same options.

B. Comment Analysis Results

Table V shows the comment analysis results. Columns ‘@param’ and ‘@param with null’ show, for parameters of non-primitive types, the total number of @param tags and the number of @param tags that contain null, respectively. Similarly, columns ‘@throws’ and ‘@throws with null’ show the total number of @throws tags and the number of @throws tags that contain null, respectively. In total, 2713 @param and @throws tags contain null in the seven evaluated projects. @TCOMMENT inferred 2479 Null Normal, Null Any Exception, and Null Specific Exception properties from these comments. Of these 2479 properties, 433 are tested by @Randoop for all cases but one combination of the value and the timeLimit. As discussed in Section III-B, it would be beneficial to modify Randoop’s random selection to actively test more of the inferred properties in the future.

Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>@param</th>
<th>@throws with null</th>
<th>@throws</th>
<th>Properties = N + A + S</th>
<th>Precision [%]</th>
<th>Recall [%]</th>
<th>Accuracy [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collections</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>347=11+47+219</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlazedLists</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19=14+4+5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JFreeChart</td>
<td>1808</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>902=362+537+3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JodaTime</td>
<td>802</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>553=445+23+85</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log4j</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>460=243+217+0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucene</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>67=13+25+29</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xalan</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>131=33+93+5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total/Overall</td>
<td>5330</td>
<td>1770</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>2479=1191+942+346</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V COMMENT ANALYSIS RESULTS. N is FOR NULL NORMAL, A FOR NULL ANY EXCEPTION, AND S FOR NULL SPECIFIC EXCEPTION.

To evaluate the accuracy of our automatic comment-analysis technique, we randomly sample 100 @param (for parameters of non-primitive types) and @throws tags with non-empty free-form text from each project, and manually read them and the corresponding inferred properties to check if the inferred properties are correct. The accuracy is calculated as the number of correctly analyzed tags in a sample over the total number of tags in the sample. Note that the manual inspection is purely for evaluating the accuracy of our comment analysis; @Randoop directly uses the automatically inferred properties to detect comment-code inconsistencies and improve testing, and no manual inspection of the inferred properties is required.

C. Sensitivity of @Randoop Options

We want to understand how different values for @Randoop options nullRatio and timeLimit affect our results of comment-code inconsistency detection and false alarm pruning. When time budget allows, users can run @TCOMMENT with many nullRatios and timeLimits to detect more inconsistencies.

We run @Randoop with 5 timeLimits—50sec, 100sec, 200sec, 400sec, and 800sec—and 11 nullRatios—from 0.0 to 1.0 in increments of 0.1—on all seven projects and measured the most important metric, the number of Missing Exception tests. These are 5*11*7, a total of 385, sets of experiments. Despite the randomness in @Randoop, it identifies more Missing Exception tests (thus potentially detects more comment-code inconsistencies) as the timeLimit increases for all cases but one combination of the value and the
aim to understand the conventional usage of comments, the

Empirical Studies of Comments. We found that the number of the Missing Exception increased the timeLimits bigger objects with non-null parameters.

To further understand the effect of timeLimits, we increased the timeLimits to up to two hours with nullRatio 0.6. We found that the number of the Missing Exception tests reaches a plateau at about one-hour mark, which is similar to the fact that the original Randoop reaches a plateau around one-hour mark [31].

To further understand the effect of nullRatios, we performed additional experiments with timeLimit one hour and nullRatios from 0.3 to 0.9. The results show that they produce almost identical numbers for the five kinds of matches, suggesting that if one runs @Randoop for an hour, one can pick any nullRatio from 0.3 to 0.9 to obtain similar results.

V. RELATED WORK

Automated Software Testing. Many automated software testing techniques are designed to detect software faults [17], [18], [22], [30], [32], [44], e.g., based on random generation or using specifications. @TCOMMENT leverages an additional source—code comments—and modifies Randoop [32] to detect more faults (in both code and comments), and to identify false alarms generated by Randoop. It is quite conceivable to extend @TCOMMENT to improve other automated testing techniques.

Detecting Comment-Code Inconsistencies. iComment [38] and aComment [39] extract rules from comments and check source code against these rules statically. The differences between iComment/aComment and @TCOMMENT have already been discussed in the introduction, so we only summarize them here: (1) @TCOMMENT leverages a new type of comments, related to null values; (2) @TCOMMENT employs a dynamic approach to check comments during testing; and (3) in addition to finding comment-code inconsistencies, @TCOMMENT can find false alarms generated by Randoop.

A recent empirical study [24] examines the correlation between code quality and Javadoc comment-code inconsistencies. It checks only simple issues, e.g., whether the parameter names, return types, and exceptions in the @param, @return, and @throws tags are consistent with the actual parameter names, return types, and exceptions in the method. Doc Check [11] detects Javadoc errors such as missing and incomplete Javadoc tags. Different from checking for these style inconsistencies, @TCOMMENT detects semantic comment-code inconsistencies related to null values.

Empirical Studies of Comments. Several empirical studies aim to understand the conventional usage of comments, the evolution of comments, and the challenges of automatically understanding comments [23], [27], [42], [43]. None of them automatically analyze comments to detect comment-code inconsistencies or improve automated testing.

Comment Inference from Source Code. Several recent projects infer comments for failed test cases [45], exceptions [14], API function cross-references [26], software changes [15], and semantically related code segments [35], [36]. Comments automatically generated by these techniques are more structured than developer-written comments; therefore, it may be easier to leverage such automatically-generated comments for finding inconsistencies. However, it is still beneficial to improve the analysis of developer-written comments because (1) millions of lines of developer-written comments are available in modern software; and (2) these developer-written comments bring in information that is not available in source code [38] to help us detect more faults. FailureDoc [45] augments a failed test with debugging clues, which could be extended to help explain why the tests generated by @TCOMMENT fail.

Analysis of Natural-Language Text for Software. Various research projects analyze natural-language artifacts such as bugs reports [13], [20], [25], [29], [34], [37], [40], [41], API documentation [46], and method names [19] for different purposes such as detecting duplicate bug reports or identifying the appropriate developers to fix bugs. @TCOMMENT analyzes comments written in a natural language to detect comment-code inconsistencies and to improve automated testing. Rubio-González et al. detect error code mismatches between code and manual pages in the Linux kernel by combining static analysis and heuristics [33]. Different from some of these studies [19], [46] that use NLP techniques such as part-of-speech tagging and chunking, @TCOMMENT does not use NLP techniques because our simple comment analysis can already achieve a high accuracy of 97–100%, partially due to the more structured Javadoc comments with less paraphrases and variants.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An inconsistency between comment and code is highly indicative of program faults. We have presented a novel approach, called @TCOMMENT, for testing consistency of Java method bodies and Javadoc comments properties related to null values and exceptions. Our application of @TCOMMENT on seven open-source projects discovered 29 methods with inconsistencies between Javadoc comments and bodies. We reported 16 inconsistencies, and 5 were already confirmed and fixed by the developers.

In the future, @Randoop can be extended to (1) modify the random selection performed by Randoop such that it biases the selection based on the properties inferred by @TCOMMENT; (2) identify some causes of exceptions to reduce the rate of false alarms; and (3) rank the reported inconsistencies. @TCOMMENT can be extended to handle
other types of properties and to be integrated with other testing or static analysis tools.
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